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Have you ever been lost?  I mean really lost: deep, thick fog lost; caught in a crowd 

separated from loved ones lost; staring at a paper - filled with equations or musical notes or 
words that don’t make sense lost; alone, with your heart-breaking lost. Afraid. I have. I have 
been completely lost. Anxiety rising, heart-pounding, fight-flight response lost. I have also 
been overwhelmed, shutting down “don’t even hug me” lost. And afraid. 
 When the panic starts to rise and the fight-flight adrenaline rush kicks in, well, 
sometimes that’s helpful because not only am I lost but I am in real danger and need to act, to 
move. On other occasions that fight-flight protective response would have been exactly the 
wrong response. What was needed was NOT to move, not to act - but to pause, to think, to 
dig deeper than my panic, to fix in place and not fight, not run. Getting lost is human.  Being 
afraid when lost is human.  
 Today I want to tell you a story, a story about a man named Martin Luther.  

Martin Luther lived in the 1500’s a very suspicious and superstitious time called the 
Dark Ages….   
Before we go too far into our story let me remind you of a few things.  If you read 

history books you may remember that this entire historical period comes off as: “One dark and 
stormy night in a fog of poverty and plagues… it was a putrid, puss-filled time 
mwahhahahaha!” so this entire time period is cast in the same dark overtones we use to 
communicate Halloween.  And this reminds us first, that the facts are sometimes obscured by 
oversimplifications which help the narrative of the story. For example,were the Dark ages only 
ever Dark? No. The sun did shine sometimes in the Middle Ages - called “Dark” - since grains 
and vegetables grew, and at least some people did eat!  And it wasn’t all plague and puss – 
since some people did have babies, otherwise no one would have lived to “the 
Enlightenment” (the time of “intellect and reason”) in the hundred to two hundred years after 
the “Dark Ages!” Sometimes oversimplifications obscure the facts. And second we need 
remember that the attitudes and values of our time were not the attitudes and values of any 
other time in history. In this case we are living five hundred years after Martin Luther and not 
only may the telling of the story be changed to help the narrative, but the values and attitudes 
we bring to the story from our time often makes people in the past look unreasonably dumb or 
evil or unreasonably heroic.  So I am telling a story from history, and at best my telling is 
imperfect, skewed by narrative and skewed by contemporary values. 
 So back to our story…  

Martin Luther lived in the 1500’s a very suspicious and superstitious time called the 
Dark Ages….  It was a scary time.  Martin was a young man. And like any 
“respectable” young person he went to school.  It was a privilege to go to school as 
someone had to pay. So Martin went to school and he learned to read even though 
many people could not read! In going to school Martin who could read tried very, very, 
hard to make his cranky Father proud of him (dads were always cranky in those days). 
And Martin who could read tried very, very hard to make his cranky teachers proud of 
him (teachers were always cranky in those days) and Martin who could read his 
school’s Bible tried very, very, hard to make his cranky God proud of him (God was 
always understood to be cranky in those days). 
Why were dads cranky? Because their putrid pussy families and workers were dying! 

Why were teachers cranky? Because their putrid pussy students and their putrid pussy 
paying parents were dying. Why was God cranky? Well… we don’t know IF God WAS cranky 
– but everyone assumed God was cranky because they assumed God was the one making 



them putrid and pussy, sending plagues that caused people to die! The logic was that when 
bad things happen it must be God punishing people!  Martin Luther learned this in everyday 
conversation and by reading his school’s Bible full of stories of God’s wrath.  Why his school’s 
Bible? Because in the Dark Ages individuals and families did not have their own Bibles.  
Bibles were very, very expensive and few people could afford a Bible and even fewer people 
could read a Bible.  
  As our story goes 

Martin wanted to make everyone happy by being good and becoming smart, powerful, 
successful and rich and also generous to the poor!  Martin Luther was a young man, 
(in a dark mostly putrid, pussy time) with a mission for success based on being good. 
But…. But! Because Martin could read his Bible he could read for himself how very 
often he was NOT good - enough! Martin could read the whole Bible cover to cover 
and see - even better than most people - how far he fell short of perfectly loving God 
and how disappointed God the cranky judge must be in him.   
  
No matter how hard he tried Martin did not even perfectly keep the Ten 
Commandments of loving God and loving Mother and Father - and even folks who 
could NOT read the Bible had heard of those. Martin’s mission for success based on 
being very, very good had a fundamental flaw and HE was the flaw – he was the flaw. 
God and Martin could both see what a loser he was. Martin’s logic was that since he 
and God both knew what a loser he was - surely God will punish him! It was HIS fault 
that he was lost because he was a sinner.  So Martin tried even harder, even harder, 
even harder to learn from his cranky teachers how to love his cranky parents and to 
please his VERY cranky God.  
  
And now if you can imagine - it gets worse folks 
Martin`s teachers wanting to help him, taught him the thing no religion teacher should 
ever teach a kid; Martin’s teachers taught him this: “Martin, IF you do your very best 
God will not fail to reward you.” Meaning, don’t worry so much, all you have to do is try 
and God will reward your effort.  

It`s like when the evil witch is offering the apple to snow white, the scary music kicks in and 
you start feeling like shouting at the movie – don`t eat it Snow White, don`t eat it. Don`t try 
Martin, don`t even try!!!!!! 
 Martin’s teacher’s said:  IF you do your very best God will not fail to reward you. Don’t 
worry so much, all you have to do is try and God will reward your effort. In theology we have a 
fancy-schmancy word for this teaching, it is called the analogia entis. So if you were here for 
my last sermon on Thanksgiving Sunday, you may remember why no religion teacher should 
ever teach a kid that. Do you remember? Religion teachers should never teach kids that God 
will not fail to reward them IF they try - as the devil is in the details as the expression goes. 
What they were saying is: IF you try, THEN God will reward you.  If you do X, God WILL not 
fail to do Y. If you… then God…. In this logic, getting God’s reward depended on Martin`s 
doing, Martin’s trying.  That’s a cruel trick to play on a kid. 
 A cruel trick like telling a small child: IF you dress up for Halloween and ring the 
doorbell and say “trick or treat,” the neighbour WILL NOT FAIL to give you candy! Really? 
What if the neighbour has never heard of Halloween – and didn’t get candy! What if they don’t 
“do” Halloween – and didn’t get candy! What if the neighbour rejects Halloween as being 
counter to the Gospel of Jesus Christ – and didn’t get candy!! Have mercy! That poor child!  
Then the parent or teacher who gave them the If-then paradigm has set that child up for 
rejection and disappointment and confusion and in all likelihood tears instead of candy.  The 
kid no doubt will believe they did it wrong because there was no reward as promised. It must 



be their fault, or the neighbour must be bad. The neighbour must be bad; hate kids; even 
wants to see them cry! It’s either the kid’s fault or the neighbour’s fault!  NO the problem was 
that the parent-teacher did not understand the neighbour and told the child an If-then scenario 
that had nothing to do with reality.  We know already in our story that Martin could not have 
tried any harder!!! His very best wasn`t good enough Would never be good enough because 
his very best try would never be a perfect try to get a perfectly rewarded life. Even his best 
effort could NOT save him. 

Martin fell into depression.  In the German language got what was called Anfechteung 
an inner inconsolable fear mixed with despair that paralyses the person with the feeling 
of abject aloneness. 
How utterly unfair!  Life was going to happen to Martin. Bad days, well bad days and 

bad things happen to all people. Just like Pr. Doug told us Oct 14 (Text: Job 23:1-9, 16-17).  
Job`s friends, like Martin`s teachers, were telling Job that humans get rewarded or punished 
based on human actions and so Job’s losing everything could only mean that he had sinned, 
sinned grievously and God was mad and punished him. Job`s friends were telling him that he 
deserved the pain and loss he was experiencing, like the deaths of his wives and children and 
loss of investments, like it was all his fault, their fault, deserved.  
 In my view, Job’s friends were moralizing, suggesting that there’s lesson to be learned 
in such times - like WE somehow deserved a fog bank rolling in or a crowd swamping us 
over, or it`s our fault that our brains sometimes seize up or that someone else`s dying before 
us means that we did something wrong….   When in reality sometimes life just happens to the 
living! Martin knew the pain and confusion of being lost and despairing that we know, that 
Job knew.   
 In the midst of our heart-pounding, fight-flight adrenaline rising or in our “all systems 
shutting down” retreat into isolation, we don`t need someone telling us it was our fault 
because we dared to risk to live. We don’t need someone telling us that the absence of 
reward means there is a presence of punishment, that we are being punished because we 
didn`t try or didn`t try hard enough to be perfect! Are you remembering that point from the 
Thanksgiving Sunday Sermon now? 
 A point of the Thanksgiving Sunday sermon was that the ladder to heaven is a one 
way ladder. It’s not a ladder TO heaven – TO God, it’s a ladder from heaven down to us.  God 
comes down. God comes down. God`s action of grace is to come down from safety and 
security and to find us where we are lost, separated, scrambling bewildered, scared.  Our 
trying, our fighting and fleeing doesn`t change God`s grace-giving. Those who caught the 
plagues of the Dark Ages didn`t deserve them, the plagues simply happened to them while 
they were living life. Job and his family didn’t deserve what happened to them. Though Job’s 
friends Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar said they did! From Job we are reminded that bad things 
happen even to so-called “good” people. Even to us! 
 One of the reasons we tell stories from history IN THE WAY that we tell them is so that 
we can (like Job’s so-called friends”) pass down the morality lessons we write into history, 
morality lessons that reinforce our own ways of being successful and then we can perhaps 
feel less at risk and more likely to be successful. Seeing Job’s friends differently now as 
moralizers, we know we don`t want to be like Job`s judgemental friends: got skin cancer – 
see you shouldn`t have been in the sun; lost your farm – see shouldn`t have planted canola; 
failed a test – see you shouldn`t have studied so late. In contemporary therapy we have a 
fancy-schmancy term for such counselling, professionals call it not helpful. We don’t want to 
be those misleading friends – and we don’t want to be Job!  
 So what helped our young Martin to see past the blinders of sin that reinforced his 
hopelessness and despair? And why for heaven’s sake are we called Lutherans? 



One day young Martin Luther was reading his school’s very judgemental Bible and the 
Scripture the Living Word of God opened up to him from within those very same pages 
in a new way - an address - and he saw and heard God’s word to him, namely, that the 
judgemental God is also a merciful God. No matter how hard he’d try he`d never be 
very, very good, he`d never be very very good enough! He is flawed.  He is a sinner! 
Yet even more importantly- God knows he is flawed (he get`s lost, bewildered, 
overwhelmed, confused, makes mistakes, suffers loss and pain) but God does not 
punish or abandon him, instead God joins Martin in the pain, in the fear, and God loves 
him. God knows he’s human and God loves him! Loves him and shows mercy to him! 
God doesn`t reject or punish him because he`s human – instead the Perfectly Good 
God loves imperfect him  - enough.   

 
 
 
 
And there it is folks!  No “if.” No “and.” No “or.” No “but.” No “then.” Just grace: only grace; 
undeserved grace; unmerited grace; unearned grace. God doesn`t love - as a reward or 
withhold love - as a punishment. God loves. God loves the sinner. We may be the most 
wretched people, but we are loved and saved wretches - not because we have earned our 
salvation – rather BECAUSE the Good God only loves, BECAUSE that is the nature of our 
Good Judge.  
 And BECAUSE the Good Judge who finds us guilty of sin only loves sinners:  

Martin therefore could be free from focussing too much on perfection and on the sin;   
and Martin therefore could experience the love God had always already been giving 
him;   
and Martin therefore could love his cranky parents in a new way;  
and Martin therefore could forgive (and teach) his cranky teachers in a new way;  
and Martin therefore could pass on - to us - his knowledge and experience of God`s 
freeing gift.  It is because the Judge is merciful that Martin and you and I can live in 
grace. 

 
The life of a Lutheran is not “If-then” but “Because-therefore.” Because God is gracious; 
therefore we are free to love – to love and to serve.  
 

Martin`s fear of the Lord never went away, but he increasingly understood the terrified 
fight-flight fear response in him to be his awareness that God was not at all like us 
flawed losers whom God loves so much.  And so Martin`s best effort was not going to 
help him climb the ladder to heaven. Only the Good God`s love faithfully coming down 
lets anyone touch heaven 
.  

And we Lutherans know THAT story, more or less, by a particularly fancy-schmancy phrase 
that IS helpful. Lutherans who stand in the tradition of Martin Luther (that young guy from the 
1500`s) our phrase goes like this: “We are saved by grace through faith and even that 
(faith) is not of our own doing. (Ephesians 2: 8-9).” We are saved, like Martin, by totally 
undeserved grace, amazing grace.  We are saved by amazing grace that doesn`t depend, 
thank God, on those of us who get lost and feel afraid, those of us who try, and those who 
don’t. Amazing grace depends only on the merciful judge who finds lost losers and loves us 
enough. 

 


